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COMMUNICATION OF THE COMMISSION ON REGIONAL AID SYSTEMS

I:
On 21 December 1978 the Commission informed the Member States of the principles
which, in accordance with the powers vested in the Commission by Articles 92 et seq. of
the EEC Treaty, it will apply to regional aid systems already iri force or to be established
in the regions of the Community. The principles were set out in the form of a
Communication the text of which is published hereunder.

The Commission has proposed to the Member States under Article 93 (1) of that
Treaty that their Governments take the measures necessary to give effect to these
principles within the time limits provided for in the Communication.

In its Communication of 26 February 1975 the
Commission informed the Council of the principles
of coordination, valid for all regions of the
Community, which it would apply from 1 January
1975.

circumstances, if any, in which it might consider
operating aids to be compatible. Until then there
should be no increase in the level of the existing aids
and no further aids of this type should be introduced.

Finally, a method of coordinating aids given on the
transfer of an establishment is introduced.
The Commission undertook at that time to pursue
with experts from the Member States technical studies
with a· view to finding standards of measurement
capable of making comparable all forms of regi~nal
aids in force in the Community. The common
method of evaluation had hitherto fixed investment
as the sole denominator in considering the
transparency of aids and aid systems. The
employment situation in the various regions of the
Community and the emphasis which some Member
States wish to give to' the creation of jobs in their
regional aid scheme were, however, borne in mind in
carrying out the studies on measurability. In view of
this, an alternative denominator expressed in
European units of account per job created by the
investment is being introduced into the principles of
coordination. The standard of measurement will thus
. be broadened. In addition the methods for measuring
aids are being supplemented as a result of the studies
on measurability. All aids which have maximum
intensities which can be expressed in terms of
investment or jobs created can now be coordinated.

Some ex1stmg regional aids are not, however,
conditional on investment, in the sense envisaged in
the principles of coordination, or on job creation and
.have the character of operating aids. The
Commission has reservations in principle as to the
compatibility of operating aids with the common
market. The Commission will specify the

These principles of coordination, as set out in this
Communication, do not apply to the products
mentioned in Annex II to the EEC Treaty.

To give effect to the above and having regard to the
views expressed in previous Communications,
including in particular the preambles to the
Communications of 23 June 1971 and 26 February
1975, the principles of coordination have been partly
redefined and the methods for their implementation,
including the common method of evaluation, have
been amended and supplemented.

The Commission, in accordance with the powers
vested in it by Articles 92 et seq. of the EEC Treaty,
will from 1 January 1979, apply the principles set
out hereunder to regional aid systems already in
force or to be established in the regions of the Community.

Principles of coordination of regional aid systems

1. The coordination has five principal aspects which
form one whole: ceilings of aid intensity
differentiated according to the nature and gravity
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of the regional problems, transparency, regional
specificity, the sectoral repercussions of regional
aids and a system of supervision.

Industry Act . 1972, wifh the exception of
areas classified as Intertjiediate Areas at that
date, the alternative c~ilings will be 30 %
net grant equivalent of ~nitial investment or
a net grant equivalent qf 5 500 EUA per job
created by the initial investment, but the
latter may not exceed 40 % net grant
equivalent of initial investment;

The differentiated ceilings of aid intensity
· (iii)

2. The differentiated ceilings are fixed in net grant
equivalents· expressed either as a ·percentage of
initial investment or in European units of
account (EUA) (1 ) per job created by the initial
investment. No ceilings are fixed for Greenland.
The alternative ceilings for the various categories
of region are set out hereunder:

\(i) for Ireland, the 'Mezzogiorno', Northern

Ireland, Berlin (West) and the French
Overseas Departments - a ceiling of 75 %
net grant equivalent of initial investment
will apply to aids linked and fixed directly
in relation to initial investment or jobs
created, the alternative ceiling being a net
grant equivalent of 13 OOO EUA per job
created by the initial ·investment. In
addition, as from 1 January 1981, for
projects with' an initial investment exceeding
three million EUA not more than a furfher
25 % net grant equivalent of initial
investment or a net grant equivalent of
4 500 EUA per job created by the initial
investment can be paid in other a.ids and
must be spread over a minimum of five
years;

[',
'

i'
I
1

I

i.

(ii) for the part of French territory which
receives the regional development premium
(as listed in Annex 1 of decree No 76/325
of 14. 4. 1976 - J.O.R.F. No 90 of 14. 4..
1976), the aided areas in th!:! Italian regions
of Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Trentino-Alto
Adige, Val d' Aosta, Lazio, Marche,
Toscana, Umbria and Veneto in so far as
these regions are not included in the
'Me:z:zogiorno', and the parts of the United
Kingdom other than Northern Ireland ·
which were defiried as Assisted Areas on
1 January 1978 under Section 7 (7) of the

1
( )

As defined by Council Decision 76/250/EEC of
21 April 1975 (OJ No L 104, 24. 4. 1975).
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for the 'Zonenrandgebiet' and the special
development area in thcr North of Denmark
and the islands of Boraholm, Aern, Sams0
and Langeland the alternative ceilings will
be 25 % net grant equivalent of initial
investment or 4 508 EUA per job created by
the initial investment, b't the latter may not
exceed 30 % net· grant equivalent of initial
investment;

(iv) for the other regions ofahe Community the
alternative ceilings will! be 20 % net grant
equivalent of initial irtvestment or a net
grant equivalent of 3500 EUA per job
created by the initial investment, but the
latter may not exceed 25 % net grant equivalent of initial investment; for these regions
the; trend must be towards a reduction in the
level of aids as far as poi;sible.

. '
'

.:'

i
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;
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3. One of the appropriate alter~ative ceilings must
be respected by the total regional aids accorded
to a given initial investment or on the creation of
jobs. The absolute ceiling~ fixed above the
ceilings expressed in EUA peir job created by the·
initial investment do not apply in the case of the
tertiary sector.

Aids not conditional on initial ,investment or job
creation

4. There are some regional aids in use· in the
Community at present which are not conditiona\
on initial investment or j~b creation and which
have the character of o~rating aids. The
Commission has reservations in principle as to
the compatibility of operating aids with the
common market.
Application of these aids may however continue
until final decisions on their: compatibility have
been taken in the course ofi the Commission's
review of existing aid systems µnder Article 93 (1)
of the EEC Treaty. Before the end of a three-year
period, the Commission will, in the light of these
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decisions, specify the circumstances, if any, in
which the Commission, notwithstanding its
reservations in principle, might consider
operating aids to be compatible with the
common market. 'Until then the level,. duration
and geographic scope of application of the
existing aids should not be increased and further
aids of this type should not be introduced unless
a derogation from this p:rinciple has been granted
·
under point 7 hereunder.
5. In order to place all Member States in the same
position with regard to the ceilings, particularly
in the context' of outbidding, the Member States
concerned will have to ensure that the ceilings
fixed at ,points 2 and 3 above are not exceeded
when the above aids are awarded.

Aids to the transfer of an establishment
6. In the case of transfer of an establishment to an
aided region, the ceilings will be 100 % of the
cost of transfer of capital equipment or the
appropriate ceiling from point 2 above applied to
the value of the capital equipment, or. to the
number of workers transferred. The absolute
ceilings fixed above the ceilings express~d in EUA
per job created by the initial investment at·
point 2 will not apply irJ the case of transfers.
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aids beyond that discussed in point 12. Before the
same date it will also examine how absolute
ceilings expressed in EUA per job created by the
initial investment, above the percentage of initial
investment ceiling, might be introduced and the.
levels at which such ceilings might be fixed. The
question as to whether an absolute ceiling
expressed as a percentage of initial investment
should be introduced above the ceiling expressed
in EUA per job created by the initial investment
for the regions listed at point 2 (i) of these
principles will also be examined.

Regional specificity
9. Regional specificity will be implemented in the
light of the following principles:
(i) that regional aids do not cover the whole
national territory, i.e. general aids may not
be granted under the heading of regional
·
aids; (1 )
(ii) that aid regimes clearly specify, either in
geographical terms or by quantitative
criteria, the limits of aided regions or, .
within these, the limits of aided areas;
(iii) that, except in the case of growth points,
regional aids are not granted in a pin-point
manner, i.e. to isolated geographical points
having virtually no influence on the
development of a region;

Derogations
7. Derogations from the intensity ceilings or from
the principle at point 4 above regarding increases
in, or the introduction of, cettain aids may be
granted by the Commission provided that the
necessary justification is communicated in advance
in accordance with the procedure provided for at
Article 93 of the EEC Treaty. The Commission
will periodically supply the Member States with a
list of any such derogations.

Review of ceilings
8. The level of a,ll ceilings will be revised at the end
of a three-year period having regard in particular
to experience gained, the evolution of the
regional situation in the Community (especially
with regard to the evolution of unemployment),
the number of jobs created or maintained and
changes in aid systems. Before 31 D'ecember
1979, however, the Commission will examine
with experts from the Member States the
problems of the cumulation of regional and other

I

(iv) that, where problems which are different in
kind, intensity or urgency occur, the aid
intensity must be adapted accordingly;
(v) that the graduation and variation of rates
of aid across different areas and regions are
.clearly indicated;
(iv) that the regional aids awarde,d in the regions
benefiting from the .European Regional
Development Fund should in principle form
part of a regional development programme
within the meaning of Article 6 of
Regulation (EEC) No 724/75 establishing
that Fund.
·

Sectoral repercussions
10. The lack . of sectoral specificity in regional aid
systems makes their assessment difficult because

(1) With the exception of Ireland and the Grand Duchr of

Luxembourg which are considered each as one region.

·•..
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of the problems that the sectoral repercussions of
these aids may pose at Community level.
11. In the absence of a general solution for dealing
with
these
sectoral
repercussions,
the
Commission, following consultation with the
Member States, will ~xamine to what extent
appropriate restrictions sh~uld be applied when
awarding regional ajds where such restrictions
are justified by the situation in a sector.
12. When an investment benefits both from regional
aids and from other types of aid on a -regionally
differentiated basis; the regional aid may be given
only in so far as when the regional aid and the
regional component of the other types of aid are
cumulated, the ceilings mentioned in points 2
and 3 above are not exceeded.

System of supervision
13. The Commission shall supervise the application
of the coordination principles by 'means of

a
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notification system which will :ensure business
secrecy.
Methods for implementation
14. The methods for implementing the principles of
coordination, which include the common method
of evaluation, defined m the· Annex to the
Communication of the Commission of 23 June
1971 supplemented by the Communication of the
Commission of 27 June 1973, will continue to
apply. They are, however, amended and
supplemented in accordance with the Annex to
this Communication.
Date of effect
15. The principles of coordination set out in this
Communication will be applied by the
Commission from 1 January 1979 ln all regions
of the Community f~r an initial period of three
years. In so far as a transitional period ·for
changes in aid systems required by this
coordination is deemed necessary by a Member
State, the Commission may fix such a period.

ANNEX

METIIODS FOR IMPLEMENTING TIIE PRINCIPLES OF COORDINATION OF
REGIONAL AID SYSTEMS

The alternative ceilings of aid intensity
1. The technical studies pursued with the Member States
have shown that it is possible to assess, on the basis of
certain assumptions and conventions, the extent to
whiFh the aid systems of the Member States do not
exceed the appropriate ceilings. Notwithstanding the
result of such an assessment, the Member States must
still ensure that these ceilings are in fact not exceeded
in the individual cases of application of the aid
systems.
2. The technical studies have also led to the adoption of
an ex-post system of measurement in situations where
the regional aid ·systems of a Member State include
both aids which can and which cannot be measured in
adv~nce. The Member States concerned must
incorporate in their aid systems a rule to the effect
that in the individual case the net grant equivalent of
aids which' can be calculated in advance is subtracted
from the appropriate ceiling to establish the balance
of aid which could still be paid. The aid which cannot

be measured in advance will then be paid to the
extent of this balance expressed as a net grant
equivalent. If the aid is to be paid over a period of
years any balance remaining at the Cllld of a particular
year may be carried forward to the ·next year and
increased by the discount/reference ·rate. This process
continues until the aid terminates in accordance with
its own particular rules of payment or until the
balance to the ceiling is exhaQSred. It should be
remembered here that the c9lings are not necessarily
those fixed at points 2 and 3 of the principles .of
coordinatioD: but rather the maxima fixed by· the
Member State and accepted by the Commission under
Article 93 of the EEC Treaty.

Aids conditional on initial investmentt or job creation
3. Labour aids will be considered metsurable when the
aid awarded for each job created can be expressed as
a net grant equivalent in EUA. Labour aids which
: i
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cannot be so expressed can, however, always be
measured by the ex-post system described at point 2
above.
4. Aids towards the rental of buildings will be
considered measurable when they are limited in time
and the percentage of the rent given by way of aid in
each year is fixed. The rent on the actual building
excluding the land is assumed to be equivalent- to a
rate of return on the value of the building when the
, rate of return is deemed to be equal to the reference
rate. The rent on the land element is assumed to be
equal to a real rate of return, i.e. the difference
between the reference rate and the rate of inflation.
The capital value of the building and land shall be
included in the standard basis for the purposes of
defining the investment against which aids are to be
measured.

5. Aids in the form of loan guarantees will be measured
by equating the guarantee to an interest subsidy on a
loan equivalent to the value of , the amount
guaranteecl. The value of the equivalent interest
subsidy is taken as the difference between the
~eference rate applicable in a particular Member State
and the rate at which that Member State's
Government can borrow, taken over the same period
as that to which the reference rate relates. Any charge
made by a Member State for gra,nting a guarantee will
be deducted from the value of the guarantee thus
calculated. The ratio of the total amount paid out on
behalf of defaulters each year to the total amount of
guarantees still outstanding will be communicated
annually by the Member State to the Commission.
This information on the default ratio may be used to
adjust the value of a guarantee. Should a Member
State prefer not to use this method for evaluating
guarantees, it will notify the Commission of all
individual cases involving investment of over 1·5
million EUA in which guarantees are given.
6. Tax-concessions will be measured by the ex-post
system outlined at point 2 above.

.Aids not conditional on initial investment or job creation
7. Aids related to replacement investment will be
measured by means of a method which is introduced
with considerable reservations -as it involves a wide ,
degree of approximation. It is however considered
necessary to place all Member States in the same
position with regard to the ceilings. The method
described hereunder will therefore be used to ensure
observance of the ceilings at least until the
Commission specifies the circumstances, if any, in
which it might consider aids of this type to be
compatible.
,,
Aids to replacement investment will be measurt;d by
first expressing the aid awarded as a net grant equivalent of replacement investment using the -common
method of evaluation. This net grant equivalent will
then be related to the initial investment by using an
appropriate discount rate. The timing of replacement

No C31/13

investment will be based on the average life of capital
equipment.
8. Tax aids which have the character of operating aid
will be measured by the -ex-post system outlined at
point 2 above.
9. Labour aids which have the character of operating aid
and which are expressed as a fixed amou!1t per
specified period for each person employed will be
measured, by means of the reference rate, as the net
grant equivalent of the sum rtecessary to generate the
cash flow of the aid. The use of this method of
measurement will be based on the understanding that
the amount paid for each person employed cannot be
increased. Where the amount paid is not fixed the
ex-post system outlined at point 2 above will be
applied.

Aids given on the transfer of an establishment
10. Aids given on the transfer of capital equipment will
be considered mea~urable when they are either
expressed as a percentage of the costs of moving
capital equipment (including costs of dismantling and
remou:iting) or expressed as a percentage of the value
of the capital equipment moved. The value of the
capital equipment moved and receiving aid in either
of the two ways above shall not be included as capital
expenditure eligible for further aid, and shall therefore
be excluded from the standard basis.
,
11. Aids awarded on the basis of the number of workers
transferred will be coordinated against the appropriate
ceilings in EUA per job created.

The EUA ceilings in national currencies
12. The ceilings expressed in EUA per job created by the
initial investment will be expressed throughout each
year for each Member State in its own currency at the
exchange rate of the first day of the year on which
exchange values for EUA into all currencies of the
Community are available. The ceilings thus expressed
may be revised during the year by agreement between
the Commission and a Member State if necessitated
by a significant change in exchange rates. The
Commission will communicate to each Member State
the value of the ceilings in its own currency.

Reference rates and discount rates
13. The communication of 23 June 1971 provided for a
unique up-dating or discount rate throughout the
CommJlility in applying the common method of
evaluation. Because of the difference in interest rates
in the different Member States, discounting will now
be carried out at reference rates reflecting the average
rate of interest on the market concerned.
14. These reference/discount rates for eadi Member State
have for the present been fixed as follows:

/

'i .
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Belgium - The rate for _Societe Nationale du Credit
pour l'Industrie loans of more· than 10 years;

-

Denmark - The European Investment Bank lending
rate plus 1·5 percentage points;

-

where the aids and/or investm~nt iare not given or
undertaken all in one year, the acthaltiming of the
aids and investment will be tak4n into /account.
This is done by discounting both the· investment
and aids, on the basis of calender years, back to
the year the investment was initially undertaken,

-

in the calculation of aids towards the rental of
buildings or periods of re~ced rents in
State-owned buildings, the actual rent grant or
reduction and the actual capit~l value of the
buildings will be used.

France - The rate used for. plant and equipment
loans from the Credit National;
Germany - The rate for medium term loans from the
Kreditanstalt fiir Wiederaufbau (programmes Ml and
M2);

Iri;Jand - 'AA' rate for loans in excess of seven years
as. fixed by the Standing Committee of Commercial or
Merchant Banks;
Italy - Average reference rate applicable to payments"
by central Government of interest subsidies. to credit
institutions;
Luxembourg - The average yield on a representative
selection of bonds issued in Luxembourg francs on.the
· primary martCet in Luxembourg as published by the
Luxembourg Stock Exchange;
.,j' .'

·~~."
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· Netherlands - The rate of yield on debt certificates;
United Kingdom - The broadly commercial rate at
which medium-term loans are made under the
Industry Act 1972.

the reference/discount rate will
at the beginning of the project,

the rate ruling

·

~

'.

Alternative methods of evaluation
17. The common method of evaluat~n describes a
method of evaluation to be used ftr each type or
category of aid. However, where for administrative or
other reasons the Commission coitsiders that the
method that would normally be used .would be
difficult or inappropriate to use for a )particular aid, it
will devise an alternative equiva'itnt method to
overcome these difficulties. The Gommission will
periodically supply the Member State6 with details of
such alternative methods.

..
.

'

''
't

Interpretation
15. The reference rati;: is fixed at the beginning of each
year on the basis of ·the average annual rate for the
preceding year. However, should th.ere be a significant
change in the relevant rate, it will be adjusted by
agreement between the .Commission and the Member
State concerned. Such an adjustment would only be
made if there was an appreciable discrepancy - at
least two percentage points - between the current
! reference -£ate and the average of the rates recorded
.over a three-month period.

The common method of evaluation :when applied to
individual cases

'' ,_.

16. The common method of evaluation applies, in
general, to the examination and calculation of aid
intensities, both for regional aid systems and for their
application to individual cases. However, many of the
assumptions and conventions used at the level of the
systems are not necessary a:id should not be applied
in the individual case. As a result of the experience
gained since the introduction of the common method
of eyaluation and the contacts between the
Commission and "the Member ,States in its
implementation the following refinements, which are
to be applied in the individual case, are confirmed:
-

the actual costs of land, buildings and plant will
be used rather than the hypothetical standard
basis,

18.

(i) Initial investment will be interpreted as
investment in fixed assets in the creation of a ·
new establishment, the extensio~ of an existing
establishment or in engaging . in an activity
involving a fundamental change in the product
or production process of an existing establishment
(by means of rationalization, restructuring or
modernization). Investment_ in ~d assets by way
of take-over of an establishment which has closed
or which would have closed ·ha41 such take-over
not taken place, may also be dee):ned to be initial
investment. The manner in which initial investment
so defined is identified in the regional aid systems
of the Member States will. be c;icamined by the
Commission in the course o~ its review of
existing aid systems under Artidle 93 {1) of the
EEC Treaty.

'1

I;

(ii) For the purposes of point 2 (i) ~£ the principles

the 'aids linked and fixed direcfy in relation to
initial investment or jobs cteated' will be
interpreted as including gra11ts, loans on
preferential terms or ·interest relief grants and
guarantees linked to the initial investment or
lump sum grants fixed directly in relation to the
number of jobs created. Where; in the case of
projects with an investment exceeding three
million·EUA, the ceiling specified for such aids is
not reached, the balance to thei ceiling may be
added to the ceiling specified : for other aids
which must be spread over a ·r$inimum of five
years.
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(iii) For the purposes of point· 3 of the principles, the
tertiary sector will be· interpreted as being made
up of the activities listed in divisions: 6
(distributive trades, hotels, catering and .repairs),
7 (transport and communication) - with the
exception of classes 71 (railways), 72 (other land
transport), 73 (inland water transport); 74 (sea

No C31/15

transport and coastal shipping), 75 (ail' transport)
and 76 (sµpporting services to transport) - 8
(banking and finance, · insurance, business
services, renting) and· 9 (other serv~ces) of the·
General Industrial Classification of Economic
Activities within the European Communities
(NACE- 1970).

'
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The COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
is pleased to announce the publication of its new periodical
I

EUROPEAN ECONOMY

Precise, up-to-date and regular information on the current economic situation and
future trends in the European Community is an indispensable tool to heads of
enterprises, executives, trade union leaders, administrators, University lectµrers,
students and ali those who are called upon to forecast and manage, to implement
and study the mechanics of modern-day economics.
The Commission of th.e European Communities is about to offer you this tool.

SUBSCRIPTION 1979
-

European Economy: 3 issues yearly (May, July, November)
Bfrs. 1 OOO Dkr 175 DM 63

-

-

-

$ 32·50

FI 34·50 UK £ 8 US $ 16·25

Bfrs 500 Dkr 87·50 DM 32 FF 70

Lit 13 400

Supplement B: Economic Prospects -

Business Survey Results (11 issues yearly)

Bfrs 500 Dkr 87·50 DM 32 FF 70

Lit 13 400

Supplement C: Economic Prospects May, October)
DM 13

Series of Supplements A

FF 28

European Economy

FI 34·50 UK £ 8 US $ 16·25

Consumer Survey Results (3 issues yearly, January,
·

Lit 5 450

FI 14 UK£ 3

US$ 6·50

+B+C

Bfrs 1 OOO Dkr 175 DM 63
-

UK£ 16 US

Supplement A: Recent Economic Trends (11 issues yearly)

Bfrs 200 'Dkr 35
-

FF 140 Lit 26 800 FI 69

FF 140 Lit 26 800 FI 69

UK£ 16 US$ 32·50

+ Supplements A + B + C
I

Bfrs 1 500 Dkr 262-50 DM 95

FF 210

Lit 40 100 FI 103-50 UK £ 24 US $ 48·50

Edited in: Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian.
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}xplanatorz Note

Introduction of·Alternative Ceiling (Po~nt 2}

.

l. Some Member States and in particular Italy and the United Kingdom ha.ve

I

stated that coordination against ceilings expressed only in investment
costs constituted a bias against the industries likely to oreate more
jobs. Because .of this and because

ot the increased

em~asis on' employ-

ment in Oommuni ty and Member States' policies a ceiling expressed in

terms of job creation has been introduced as a.n alternative to the
investment costs ceiling.,
2. The introduction of this alternative ceiling without further limitation
could however lead to increases in the level ot aido ,In addition it is
considered necessary- to guard against over-stimulation of investment in
industries which are highly labour intensive. Finally, some limitation
is desirable to help ensure that an investor ·has to raise a certain
mini.mum amount of his capital without the intervention of State aid. It
is therefore proposed that for all regions, with the exception of those
listed. at ~{i) of the principles, an absolute ceiling expresseci as a
percentage of investment should apply above the ceiling expressed in
terms of job creation. The net --result of these proposals is that for
the regions concerned. the Member States m83', ibf they wish, give more aid.

than previously permitted to projects in labour intensive industries,
but alwqa within an absolute limit expressed as a percentage of invest•
ment. The absolute ceiling would not apply to projects in the tertiary
aeotor or to aids in reapeot ot the transfer of workers.

,/.

,,

r·

..

'l.l'··.·.·...· '.

- 2 -

Ceilings for Ireland, Mezzogiomo, Jfortb.ern .Ireland, Berlin (West) ·a.nd the
French Overseas.Depairtments (D~O.M.) Point 2 (i)

3.

ceilings for these regions are expreaaed in terms of the amount
·
·
fqr
which oan be paid by way of initial aidi{all·projeota and, for investments
exceeding 3 aillionE.U.A., the further amount which
be:pa.id by way
of other aids. The initial ceiling is desirable to help ensure that an
investor has to raise a certain .minimum amount ,of his capital himself• The
'l'he

can

non-applicabilit;y: ,of the ceiling on ot\er aids to l:nrestinents of ~ass than

· 3 million E.U.A. reoogniaea the special preblems of these regions and in
·particular their need to

att~

not

projects which are note too large. The

oetling o~ other aids does .
come into e'ff'ect until Jan~ l, 1981 to
allow a transition period for major
legislative ohan88••

Treatment of .Aids not conditional.on Initial Inwstment or Job Creation
(points 4 - 5) ·
4• Acoolint_ is taken of the COIDlllisaion's reservations in principle as to the
compatibility of operart'ing aid.a with the oommon market. Thea.e reservations .
have led to .adverse decision& 'On aids of this type. in the past·. 'l'he
principal aids involved here.are the· reduction in social charges in
the )(ezsogiomo under legislation existing prior to 1976, the export sales
'
'
rel~ef in Ireland and the Regional Develo}lment Grant in the United Kingdom.
The legisla.tion ret•rred to .for the Mezzogiorno expires in 1980 and the new

:: ..i.

.; >'.

l&w limits· the reduction to newl7 created jobs. The Irish authorities
have indi~ted that their aid a19tea is under review ·at preaent.
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-Aids

-

t~

the Transfer of an Establishm,!:qt

.iaoint

.

. r '

5

t.'

l!

6}

. :··".'

t .

I

• ·Previous principles of ooordinat_ion did not deal speoifioaip.:r. with these
aids. The,y will now be ooordina:ted by application .of the ~ternative
o•ilings t~ the valu~.of capital equipnent transferred (i~~.tead of

,

·!

inveahent costs) and wornrs transferred (instead of ,jobs; loreated)or
by-'
;
limitation of aid to the
a.otual. costs of transferring the· 4a,pital
,
I

.

. equipnent.· This part~oular treatment is justified as the t~~fer of
an eatabiishmen-t is ~ speoif'io and ~learly id-entit';i.able -•~ent •.
,

I

1

Il
t1

· i ons (_point, 7)·"
Deroga.t
__

.

& Previou8 principles of
p' ..

ooo~ina.tion. have

, ·\

.·

1.
'

.

.

t

f

~ovision for. Ir.
t:

alwa..l"B. included.

the. Commissipn
ceilings.
This
. to grant·derogations frau the intensity
. ,
I
provision is retained.·

:

1

'

I
l.
lI.

!

t

i

Review of the Ceilings .(point 8)

7. The: 1975 principles provided for the review of the ceilinriI ~ter a
three year period.

re-vJ
.'

'!'he studies on measlirabilit;r had impll~~ations :for 'this
ew 'and _it
was considered appropriate to postpone it until the resul:t~ of·
the studi~s had been ·incorporated ip. t~e. prinoiple-s. Aoc~rtingly the
,
.
,'
(
l
dra.t"t includes provision for. _the .review of all ceilings at! the end ot
a three year period of, application of the redefined prin~ifes.

' '

.8.

.

'

a~ove

l

introduction ot such:' ceilings would mean t hat, regardless

ment oeilinglf, an investor could never get more than a

br
'

fi~

b

i

i.I

the percentage ot investment o4ings.
1

;.t

l::,

j.

the examination bef'qre December,.
of~ how absolute oeilinge expressed in terms of[ job creation

might be introduced

..

i

Th~ dra.t"t also includes provieion for

31,1979

1

The

the investmonetary

I
1

I

!

t'

";,
~,

\·

f,-·

amount per job created. Such a:n absolute ceiling ~s consid~red desirable . ;.
.
. I
r.
as.it would restrict aidis to highly capital- int&J?.sive proj~ots.
. I
.
ii
Ezanaination of' the probleins of the cumulative application !of regional
..
I

\

,

.

'

I

and other a.ids iB also to take piace before th~, abOve. men,~oned date.
1

I .1.
/

Ij

'

<

I.

I
i

i(

,.

l;;,

.. '

~ .~!

,

\.

\

.

.

(

SS(ctoraJ. Repercussions (points .. 10 - 12)
10. 'fhe text again draws attention to the need to take aoo.ount of the :
I

seotorB.l. reperoussio,ns
of
aids. It is now specifioaj.ly stated
.
,. 'regional
.
~

tha:~ the .Commi~si9n will,. folloWing consul tati·o~ with the Member States,

I,_.

f...

·impose sectoral limitations ~n regional 8.id when neoessa.r,y._This il5

,· '

'

.

.

.

' f'~ .;

'

I..

and confirmed _in its Comniunication to the Counci'l. .on policy on Sectoral ·

However, no detail~ of the t)"pe of system are given as'ihese a.re worked

I

'

.

1··

1·

out w:ben a decision on an. individual aid ache111e .is ta:lten under Article ·
-" :::... -··-----~--93(.J.),-~uch has1 alreaa_, been done in France, Denmark, the Netherlands

'.I

Methods for Iniplementation (point 14)

\~'

.......... ~I

L

12. The '1971 principles contained in an Annex the methods· for their

\
. implementation. These were· maintained to the extent necessar,y by the.
\

1975 principles. 'J,'he draft principles m~i~tain t~ese 'in a ~imila.r m&nrier,
.
.
subject to an annex which amends &nd supplements them to take account' of
.
'
the redefined principles, the results of the te?mical. studies and

0
I·~ 1

experience gained.

f.

:::.:'·0!·

1·

<;':}

!>·.

Date of Effeot (pgint ·15) ·

13. The principle• def'inlld µ. 1975 were valid for a first peri'ld

or

three

7eara· troaa 1.1.1975. The :redefined principles aJ>P~Y for a similar initial'
, periocl
r;t three years tran 1.1.1979• The Commission ml\Y fix a transition&
.
.
'

period for 8ZJ:J' 'neoessa.r.Y changes to a'id systems ~f so requeat,ed·. ~- a,
Manber St.ate.

·,

'4'

{~,

rl<I·I
l ~Ij

'

. and the Unite~ Kingdom. These ·details. vary acoord:ing to the tne· of aid
Qcheme, and the nat'Ul'e of the regions oono'1'ned.
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'
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I

I
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1,1. ·Pr9V'ision for a system of notification of. individwu oases is retained.,

'

··-~-

! ;l

sistem of. Supervision (point l.J.l

I

·::)'~~:~

'.. )ii~~:
:1t-

'. ,t

Aid Schemes (CCM(78) 221 final ot K~ 25, 1978).

'

I

'' ~(t:

!..

· · consistent With the 'por:sition 8dopted by the Commission in recent years
'

·-.:~l~·

L. - ,, · _. :_~\.:

t-/}::J11·

,\':

- 3a .

:•

,-
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Regional Specificity <point 9)
..:_,'

9. There is no ch.ange in the. proposals under this heading fr

.

'

'~

.

principles, apart from the. addit.ion of pOint 9. Cvi> whic - makes
reference .to the Regional Development Programmes·. It do not,
however, mean. that an aid can be rejected under Article 9 because it
is not included in theProgrammes.
·'
'.·.'. .,'.

, '.

' .

·;

1'

I,''

;

,.

I

I

Although this does not mean that an aid can be rejected·
· .. simply because it is not. included in the regional develop
such programmes will be taken into consideration to asses
compatibHityof·any aid planned for an ERDF region.
does not form part of a regional development programm~,:t
wit l request the Member State· concerned to state the
. an a~rangement.

der Article 92
ent programmes,
.the
e the aid
e Commission
ns. for such

'

I

.

'I

Hawevert a.t1 alternative method (as provided for at point 17 of the
Annex) has been ~msed to 'al.1ow the amount

ot this aid to be oal.oulated

in advance.

Aida not conditional on ipitial investment or job creation
lS. Aids related to replacement investme~t (point 7). This method .will ..be
used tor the Regional Developnent Grant (HOO) in the United Kingdom
>

"'

!··

·.·).

'

and the Investment Allowance in Ireland.

/,

19• Tax aid~ which have the. oha.raoter of operating aid -Cpoint 8) will be
measured by the . ~post 97a"tem described at point 2 of the Annex. The

Irish export sales relief is t4e only aid envisaged here. No :further
discussion on this

aid

has taken place pendi.Dg the Irish authorities

review of their aid E17Stem.
.

.

.

20. Labour Aids which have the character of operating aid· will be ,measured._
1

b)" the method desoribed at point 9 of the Annex. .If the United Kingdom

is

1

prepared to ·fix the present moneta.r.r amount ot the Regional Emplo;i-

_,, ~ .. -·--~------- . .._•'3~t ~~j,µm _in Northern l;rel~ th:J,s method. will appl7. If the amount'ia not . fixed the ex-post method described at point 2 of the Annex wiJ.l
l.

:1

I

21•. Aids riven on tpe· transfer, of an establishment (points 10 and 11) are
·~

.,,

..

·~··

·~

of minor importance. These aids a.re given in Denmark, ·-France, Netherland• and the United Klngdan.
t
i

The E, U.A. ceilinp;s in national ourrenoies (ROint 12,l

J

''•

'•

•'i

.·~ ' ..

"i

22 • 'The pu,.rpose ot this provision is to provide. a meohaDiam tor · f'i.Xing the

l'

ceiling in E. U.A. in ea.oh Member State's ourren07.
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'

.

'
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Annex on Methods of Implementation

!

~-.

I

~

·f

l

l

Aida conditional on Initial Investment or Job Creation

~ .l
'

14- Labour Aids (point 3) which can be expressed

'f

in advance a8 a. capital

am per job created can now be measured against the E. U.J.r per job
ceiling. Such aids exist in Belgium, France and the Unitef Kingdom.
Labour aids, conditional ~n job orea.tion, which cannot be1so expressed.
I

can be measured e:m-post. Tlie reduo~ion in social charges ~ the Mezzo-.
giorno introduced in revised tom by a la.w

of 1976

is sue~ an aid.

15. Aids towards the rent of buildin9 (point 4) were not pr~ously oon..

'

sidered: measlµ'abl•• Conventions fo! capitalising the rent" and aids
thereto have now been agreed and so the,y can be measured. i They a.re
particularly important in Ireland and the Unit.ed Kintdm

~

ma.y also

be given in Italy.

1.6. Aids· in the fo~ of loan P:U&I'antees (point 5) will also bb considered
measurable for the first time on the basis of a conventj.o~ which presumes that a state-guaranteed iD.vestor is aided by the difference
between the government' a borrowing 'rate and the commeroi4 market rate.
The aid so oaloulated·will be reduced by 8ZJ'3' charge for the guarantee
and ma.y be adjusted in the light of the ertent to which ai Member State
•

••

'

t

i

has had to honour guarantees. Belgium,German;y and Irelan.di have indicated
I

~hat

they will

accept this system of measurement at the level of

th·e aid syst~ rather than the alternative· proposed whiohf is that of
I

advance notification of 8.1.l investments of over 1.5 m. :m.µ.A. in which
guarantees are i,nvolved. Luxembourg, and Demark.rarely usle guarantees
and p:reter the alternative.
. !

17•. Tax-oonoessions (point 6) will be measured. by the ex-poatj system des-

,

· oribed. at. point · 2 of the Annex. The method has previously! been used in
Luxembourg and will. now also be applied to rate (local t·alx:) rebates in
Ireland. The ':a:emption trom the local property tax in h~oe (the
';

taxe prot'esaionnelle") would also normally be

measured·~· this method.
I

I

. I
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Reference Ra.tea and Discount Rates (points 13 -11~
I

2). This provision
is intended .to incorporate in the pr~oiples
of
,
I
.

coordination the national rates of interest against Iwhich the value
f

:) :
!

1:

of loans at reduced rates
a.re to be measured. and to!I provide. that thes . :, !.
.
rates should be used for discounting future pBiYJllentp (instead of a'
.

I

·

'.

unique rate as heretofore). These procedures we~e d~sousaed at m~ti-'.i'

,.

f.

lateral meetings prior to those on the principles ~f ooordi~a.tion _
I

~

.

~

~

•; ;~

and have already been notified to the Member States! by letter.
i

..
I

The common method of evaluation
when a,; lie1 in individual cases
int

.: '

t •'

. I

~

I

l

24e The evaluation methods contain maey- assumptions and! conventions
neoessaey only to calculate the theoretical ma.rimumf available under
•

I

an aid system. These conventions are not intended fpr use in ensuri
observance of the ceiling in the individual cases of application. Th
I

experience to date in implementing the principles

~s

indicated a

number of areas in which the conventions should cleerly
not be appli
. '

and this provision is merely to confirm the posi ti~

;;

~
'

pf Evaluation (Roint

Altel}!ative Methods

l

11

~ }~

i

~7)
'

2·s. The purpose of this provision is to allow the appl*'a.tion of ecruival.
alternative methods of measuring aids where the.methods defined woul

be difficult to administer or inappropriate.

~.

;

I'.'

' i'
1 •.
!~ :
~
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Interpretation
l

:

r1

~

26. Point 18(i): The interpretation to. be given t.o the !term initial irive

..

ment is set out here. It is also specified that .thJ

mann~r·in

which

......

Member State abides by the .interpretation will

f'o~

to b~ regarded as being

inftial a.ids

detem~ing wh~oh

aids

· for ~the purposes of

observance of the oeiling in the category of regiozis referred to at
point 2(i) of the principles,., and provides· that

:b:~:l;~d

0111;r

an;vl unpaid

balance /

be added to the ceiling :for otir aiJIB to be pai
i

:i::.

part of the revi ·

of existing aid systems under Article 93(1).
Point 18(ii): This po_int fixes a method for

:i

./._

!

t

-

8-

r..

Point 18 (iii) : 'l'hia point defines' the tertiary aeotor for the purpose

ot

fixing the activities in which the absolute investmen·l; ceiling .a'bove

the. job creation ceiling will, not apply.
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